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Abstract. A camera system suitable for x-ray mieroholography
has been constructed. Visible light Fourier transform micro-
hclograms of biological samples and other test targets have
been recorded and reconstructed digitally using a glycerol mIcroJrop
as a reference wave source. Current results give a resolution
of ~ 4 - 10 X with X = 514.5 nm.

1. Introduction

Significant advances In x-ray mlcroholography are being facilitated
by advances in x-ray sources, photoresists, electronic detectors
and computers. Howells et al.[i] have recorded and produced
images from a Gabor-type hologram of zymogen granules and D.
Joyeux and F. Polack[2] have recorded Gabor microholograms
and reconstructed Images using a special optical technique. In
1931 J. C. Solem et al.[3-5) suggested the "water window"
region of the soft x-ray spectrum as the optimum wavelength
range for x-ray Imaging of biological material. Recently,
London et al.[6] have performed a thorough analysis of the
scattering from biological material, confirming this finding,' and
specifying the optimum wavelength for best contrast. In
parallel with this research, we have designed an x-ray holographic
microscope, based on the Fourier transform geometry[7-9] and
optimized for use with an x-ray laser as the light source.
Detailed descriptions of the system, tarcet design, and the
results of numerical experiments have been previously publlshedfiO-
11]. We present here recent findings whn this instrument.

2. Visible Light Experiments

To test our x-ray holographic Instrument, we have used an
analogous system Incorporating a coherent visible light source.
The recording medium used In all of our experiments is a
Kodak CCD chip with a sensitive area of 18 mm x 18 mm, ~ 4
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x 10* pixels (2048 x 2048), and a pixel spacing of - 9 ym. The
electronics feature a mother-board with a separate headboard
carrying the CCD, allowing remote mounting of the detector in
vacuum.

Several objects have served as reference sources. Including
GRIN rod lenses, glycerol mlcrodrops, and redacting spheres.
The spheres represent the best choice for use with soft x -
rays[10,n] and the corresponding target design Is described
elsewhere[H). We report below the results obtained with a glycerol
mlcrodrop serving as tne reference source. A hologram of
swordtall (Xlphophorus) fi ;h melanoma and its Image reconstruction
are shown In Fig. (1). Also shown are Images taken with a
standard optical microscope with both white light and laser
Illumination.

Fig. (1): Fish melanoma histology sample with glycerol
mlcrodrop reference wave source, a) Image of the
target taken with. a standard optical microscope
and white light Illumination, b) Same as a) except
with Ar* (514.5 nm) laser Illumination. c) Digital
recording of hologram. d) Numerical reconstruc-
tion of the Image; resolution = 4 um.
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The apparatus is computer controlled; holograms are recorded
electronically and Immediately digitized and stored in a PC.
The data is then transferred to a Stardent G.S. 2000 mainframe
where the image reconstruction is performed numerically. This
image Is then displayed on a video monitor. Our best images
have been with very high contrast samples such as a standard
U.S. Air Force resolution target. Reconstructed images made
of this target indicate that we are achieving resolutions of 2-
5 urn or 4 - 10 X at the 514.5 nm line of Ar*.

3. X-Ray Camera Chamber

In collaboration with the Electro Optics group at the 1IT Research
Institute, we have built an x-ray microholographic camera.
This Includes a vacuum (^ 10"7 torr) housing for the target and
detector, and an alignment system for the x-ray beam and the
target. A precision optical rail is mounted inside the chamber;
the detector for recording the holograms and the target holder
each ride on a magnetic carrier which mount kinematically to
the rail. A special photodetector is also mounted on an Identical
carrier. This photodetector Is used to find the position and
orientation of the x-ray beam with respect to the chamber and
rail. The entire chamber rides on a set of micro-positioners
which allow the rail to be aligned such that the beam path is
parallel to the rail and passes through the center of the detector.
Targets can then be aligned relative to the rail using a special
positioning microscope and the photodetector as a reference-

4. Conclusions

A camera system suitable for x-ray microholography has been
built. Spatial resolutions of ~ 4 - 10 X with green light have
been demonstrated. Simulations of holographic imaging with
soft x-rays indicate that high resolution pictures are feasible.
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